
College of Design Faculty-Staff Meeting 
 
Monday, October 11, 2021 
 
12-1 p.m. WebEx 
 
Those attending according to the attendance sheet were:  Jane Rongerude, Monica Haddad, Mike 
Miller, Brenda Jones, Lee Cagley, Emily Godbey, Cheri Ure, Diane Alshihabi, Susan Bradbury, 
Shelby Doyle, Hans Klein-Hewett, Robin McNeely, Sharon Wohl, Matt Crain, Dawn Krause, 
Jeremy Miller, Amy Bannister, Joe Bovenmyer, Mani Mina, Kevin Kane, Arvid Osterberg, 
Francis Owusu, Joshua Obrecht, John Cunnally, Andrea Wheeler, Alison Weidemann, Hope 
Kepler, Pamela Boehm, Nate Byro, Nora Ladjahasan, Jeremy Thurlby, Raluca Iancu, Susan 
Erickson, Meredith Foley, Akshay Sharma, Mikesch Muecke, Maurice Meilleur, Paul Bruski, 
Dan Carlisle, Jane Tompkins, Ulrike Passe, Julia Badenhope, Daniel Kuhlmann, Esmeralda 
Mendiola, Rachel Hansen, Sandra Norvell, Seda McKilligan, Pete Evans, Vladimir Kulic, 
Douglas Spencer, Johnny Diblasi, Andrea Quam, First Erdim, Michael Martin, Deborah 
Hauptmann, Sarah Riley, Alex Braidwood, Emily Morgan, Roxanne Ziman, Kimberly Moss, 
Michelle Rasmussen, Christopher Seeger, Chengde Wu, Shellie Hosch, Barbara Caldwell, 
Nicholas Senske, Carl Rogers, Matthew Obbink, Danielle Michel, Carol Faber, Jordan Brooks, 
Brian Gelder, Mitchell Versteeg, Jae-Hwa Lee, Peter Goche, Malinda Cooper, Jelena 
Bogdanovic, Carlos Cardoso, Kimberly Zarecor, Lieb Chol, Sunghyun Kang, Ana Luz, Rachel 
Connell, Andrew Gleeson, Verena Paepcke-Hjeltness 
 
1. Welcome 

• Introduction of Liaison Council 
o Jane Rongerude – Chair, Community & Regional Planning 
o Hans Klein-Hewett – Architecture 
o Maurice Meilleur – Graphic Design 
o Pete Evans – Industrial Design 
o Austin Stewart – Arts & Visual Culture 
o Rachel Connell – P&S Council 
o Thomas Leslie – Architecture 
o Jae Hwa-Lee – Interior Design 

• Statement on behalf of the Dean 
o Luis Rico-Gutierrez could not attend due to travel 

 
2. Discussion of new and continuing issues with campus COVID policies 
  

• Statement from the Faculty Senate Caucus – Mikesch Muecke 
o There is no movement on the issue of manding vaccines for faculty, staff and 

students. The Board of Regents will not allow the university to institute a 
mask mandate.  

o HF802 allows the teaching of racism or sexism in class if it is part of the 
curriculum. Not aware of any enforcement process on campus. 



• Andrea Wheeler, Faculty Senate President, attended the most recent Board of Regents 
meeting to communicate concerns about COVID on campuses. There was no 
response from the Board. 

o Award nominations are due to the college January 15, 2022 
• Diane Alshihabi serves as the chair of the Faculty Development & Administrative 

Relations council. This role provides her the opportunity to discuss issues with Dawn 
Bratsch-Prince and Tera Jordan. Diane is looking for ideas from faculty that will help 
them navigate instructing next semester. Teaching evaluations in the spring will 
continue to have faculty ratings, which faculty have asked to not be included. 
Guidelines to report activities for advancement are being considered. The faculty 
satisfaction survey will be reviewed. The council will also provide input on changes 
to the faculty handbook regarding innovation and entrepreneurship. Perspectives of 
administrators and chairs is welcomed too. 

 
3. How can the college improve communication among faculty, staff and 

the administration as we try to address these challenges together? 
 

• Jane Rongerude read a statement from Tom Leslie and some questions faculty 
members had regarding his situation, such as the distinction between faculty speaking 
as themselves or as a representative of the university. Other faculty members are 
concerned having conversations regarding COVID & HF802. 

• Deborah Hauptmann stated that she is not legally allowed to share Tom’s letter of 
direction. Tom is allowed to share the letter himself. 

• Andrew Wheeler brought up the fact that on campus there are a wide array of 
viewpoints regarding COVID. 

• Muecke asked whether it would be worthwhile to conduct a campus wide survey 
regarding masking. 

• Klein-Hewett questioned where is the line for faculty to practice free speech 
regarding social media. How do faculty operate when at times they will be considered 
agents of the university even though they may be speaking in a private location? 
Concerned there could be a chilling effect. The erosion of faculty free speech 
sometimes comes at expansion of free speech for students. Klein-Hewett is also 
pointed out that the heart of the matter with Leslie’s social media post was that it 
wasn’t part of his duties as a faculty member. 

• Muecke supports Leslie’s case going through the institutional appeal process and 
questioned whether he should have been reprimanded. 

• Spencer added that the issue regarding faculty free speech needs to be clarified. 
Leslie’s post could be interpreted as a transactional threat to students and needs to be 
considered. 

• Hauptmann stated that once Leslie’s case has been through the process that it can be 
discussed publicly. 

• Meilleur contended that the review process was backwards. There should have been a 
discussion about faculty speech a while ago and that faculty aren’t feeling supportive, 
especially him since he teaches a course that addresses issues in HF802. 

• Hauptmann replied that the university conducts town halls that address these issues. 



• If these free speech issues arise in the classroom, Carol Faber encouraged faculty to 
bring them to the Faculty Senate. Chapter 9 deals with faculty issues. Since the issues 
are regarding personnel, the information is not made public. 

• Shelby Doyle asked if students are allowed to record in the classroom. They are not 
allowed, according to Faber. Jordan Brooks mentioned that some students are allowed 
to record in class. Doyle stated that it is important know where complaints are coming 
from. 

• Wheeler addressed the concern about university administration support. The Provost 
would be supporting of faculty if what is being taught is germane to the class. 

• Diane Alshihabi added to Wheeler’s statement that the Provost would be supportive 
in that he would provide support as long as what was said was within constraints of 
the law. He also cautioned that computers are owned by the university and emails are 
subjected to open records laws and can be accessed. Suggested that faculty not list 
their university affiliation on their social media. 

• Akshay Sharma brought up the issue about ownership of information on personal 
devices. If a personal device is used while on university internet, the information 
exchanged could be deemed discoverable. 

• Brooks stated that these topics are germane in design. The legislation that has been 
passed isn’t related to what is being taught. Encourages faculty to contact him to 
work through questions they may have. 

 

4. Next steps – what questions need answered? 
 

• Due to lack of time, there was no discussion 
 

Meeting adjourned at 1:00 p.m. 
 

 
Minutes submitted by Amy Bannister 
 
 
Next Meeting will be held on Monday, December 13 


